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Abstract

We propose a software framework for integrating people and computer systems in large, geographically dispersed manufacturing enterprises. Underlying the framework is an enterprise model that is built by dividing complex business processes into elementary tasks or activities. Each such task is then modeled in cognitive terms (e.g., what to look for, what to do, who to tell), and entrusted to an Intelligent Agent (IA) for execution. The IAs interact with each other directly via a message bus, or through a shared, distributed knowledge base. They can also interact with humans through personal assistants (PAS), a special type of IA that knows how to communicate with people through multi-media interfaces. Preliminary experimental results suggest that this model-based, man-machine approach provides a viable path for applying DAI to real-world enterprises.

1 Introduction

We are creating a software framework for integrating people and computer systems in large, geographically dispersed manufacturing enterprises. It is based on a vision of augmenting human workers with a large number of computerized assistants, known as intelligent agents, or IAs. Each IA supports a clearly discernible task or job function, automating what it can and calling on the services of other IAs, as well as human beings, when necessary. IAs can interact directly via a dedicated message bus, the IA Network, or through a shared knowledge-base, the MKS knowledge service[1,2], as illustrated in Figure 1.

At the core of MKS is a comprehensive object-oriented model of the enterprise and how it functions. The MKS model includes descriptions of personnel, facilities, equipment, inventory, manufacturing processes, and other corporate assets. It also captures the flow of information, decisions and materials through the enterprise — how things get done. The model is wired into the enterprise’s information infrastructure (databases, CIM systems, accounting systems etc.) so that it continuously reflects the actual state of the enterprise. Agents interact with these information resources through the model via high-level service protocols that insulate them from details such as where information resides. They can also register with the model their interest in particular events, and be notified when they occur. MKS thus serves agents as a repository for shared knowledge, and a center for information exchange.

IAs model the perceptual, reasoning, action and communication skills involved in performing human job functions, such as those of an equipment operator, production scheduler, engineer, purchasing agent or manager. IAs must therefore know what to look for, what to do when they see it, and who to call, just like the person they model. Interactions among IAs follow the established corporate lines of communication and procedures. Collectively, IAs and their communication links form an active, operational model of an enterprise.

To participate in this society of agents, humans require the services of personal assistants (or PAS). PAS belong to a special class of IAs that know how to
communicate with humans through E-mail, graphical editors, and other standard modalities (e.g., beepers, faxes, telephone). They also know how to translate between these human modalities and IA network protocols. To facilitate the interaction, one's PA maintains a personal model that includes where they currently are, how they can be reached, what information they would like monitored through the knowledge service, and what actions to take, either in response to messages from IAs or notifications from the knowledge service. For example, reports of minor trouble might be forwarded automatically to a human subordinate or an IA, whereas a report of major trouble might warrant being paged. Moreover, one's PA model can include personal preferences for supporting information to be presented in conjunction with decision requests. Such an architecture supports the notion of man/machine cooperative work, as articulated by Winograd [3]. Indeed, it goes further in allowing tasks gradually to be handed off to IAs so that ultimately they can be performed interchangeably by a person or their agent.

In addition to supporting traditional human activities, IAs can automate a variety of tasks for which people may be too expensive or otherwise limited (e.g., too slow, too inattentive). Think of IAs as an inexhaustible source of "cheap labor" that can provide dedicated human-like services such as watching over each piece of equipment in a factory and shepherding each workpiece and piece of paperwork along their prescribed routes. IAs can also integrate software in interesting ways, such as by automating human job functions that primarily involve transferring information between several disjoint systems, or by serving as intelligent front ends that make existing software more useful and easier to use.

For the framework to succeed in an operational setting, we believe it is essential that the enterprise models underlying IAs, PAS and MKS be created and maintained by the people they serve - the end-users that understand best the tasks to be modeled. Two features of our approach help make this possible. First, partitioning complex activities into simple tasks and modeling them in cognitive terms produces models that are familiar to workers, and therefore easy for them to understand. Second, we are developing simple modeling tools for end-users, that enable them to copy and customize generic activity models (e.g., for monitoring, transactions, brokering) from a library. Customization might require editing a script or fleshing out a decision tree, but such skills can be quickly mastered when the editing tools support representations that are already familiar[4,5].

In the remainder of this paper, we flesh out this vision and describe a prototype implementation, currently under development, that will run the semiconductor fabrication facility at Stanford's Center for Integrated Systems (CIS). Sections 2 and 3 provide technical details on the framework and its implementation. Section 4 reports on preliminary experiments with the prototype at CIS. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our results to date and draws implications for both distributed AI and enterprise integration. For a fuller treatment of these issues, see [6].

2 The IA Framework

2.1 Technical Overview

The IA framework shown in Figure 1 consists of three synergistic technologies: intelligent agents, the MKS knowledge service, and a distributed system infrastructure (not shown). IAs interact with humans through their Personal Assistants (PAS) over an enterprise-wide network using standard service protocols. IAs can also access information resources, control on-line equipment, and trigger other IAs indirectly through the MKS knowledge service[2].

Each computerized agent is an active, autonomous process that models a single discernible task. The task may be either one traditionally performed by a human or one intended specifically for a computerized agent (e.g., tracking a wafer through a process). We model activities in cognitive terms that make the models easy for our users to understand and maintain. Activities are described by corresponding "activity" objects in the MKS model, in terms of the information they consume, process and produce, and the other MKS model objects (people, equipment, wafer lots and so forth) that participate. From such descriptions, IAs can determine what information and events to monitor and how to respond.

An IA framework for an enterprise is built in two stages. First, enterprise activities are modeled in cognitive terms and added to the MKS model as Activity Objects. Second, these activity models are selectively activated as IAs, to actually perform the modeled tasks. We shall now cover each of these steps in some detail.
2.2 Activity Modeling

Following the object-oriented methodology of MKS, individual activities are modeled by customizing generic activity models from the MKS library. The library of activity objects is organized as a classification hierarchy according to the nature of the work performed.

Each activity object contains the knowledge necessary for performing a specific job (i.e., the modeled activity). The knowledge is provided in the form of a template that defines the essential elements necessary to construct a cognitive model for performing the task: the players, capabilities, states, and sensory inputs, and the core model consisting of message and sensory input patterns, sets of actions, and pattern ➔ action rules (i.e., reasoning) that associate them. Players describe the parties involved in an activity, and are specified generically where possible (e.g., a job role vs. a specific person); Capabilities specify the tasks an agent is capable of performing, with applicable "cost" to use when bidding for jobs; States are the natural contexts that people use in deciding what sensory patterns and actions are appropriate. (Perceptions and actions can also be conditioned on goals, resources and other cognitive concepts, where appropriate.); Sensory inputs designate the sources of data to monitor and the specific patterns to look for (as functions of state); Core Model defines the IA's behavior in terms of sets of pattern-action rules, indexed by current state. (Sensory patterns define what to look for, Message patterns define what IA messages are meaningful in the context of a particular activity, and Action Sets detail the sequences of actions to accomplish some desirable results.)

While Pattern ➔ Action rules are the main form of reasoning model used in our experiments, other intuitive behavioral representations can be used where they contribute to ease of expression and comprehension. Examples include state transition diagrams, petri nets, flow charts, decision trees, and scripts. The choice depends on what is most natural for the task at hand.

Following object-oriented design practice, models of specific activities can be generalized to create reusable libraries of objects that model generic job roles. Accordingly, we have begun building a comprehensive library of generic activity models for semiconductor manufacturing, together with supporting libraries of basic methods for sensing, reasoning, communicating, and taking action. We are also developing activity modeling tools analogous to the MKS modeling tools for processes, equipment and the like. They will make it possible to select an activity object from a library that has been predefined for common high-level tasks (e.g., equipment control) and customize it by selecting and composing desired sensing, data processing, decision making, and action behaviors from the method libraries. Libraries and CASE tools thus effectively raise the level of vocabulary used for modeling.

2.3 Intelligent Agents

In the following subsections, we first discuss the agentification process by which a passive activity object is transformed into an active IA, and then elaborate on the process by which IAs communicate with each other.

2.3.1 Agentification of IAs

Agentification refers to the three steps involved in creating a computational process(es) (i.e. an IA) whose behavior mimics that described in a corresponding activity object. First, a unique instance of an activity object is created from the MKS library – a surrogate for a particular agent performing a particular task. Second, one or more computational processes are created to implement the "autonomous" agent's sensors and behavior. Finally, these processes are activated so that they can begin receiving and responding to sensory data and incoming IA messages. We will now elaborate on each of these steps.

The Instantiation step involves customizing an object template copied from the MKS activities library for the specific task at hand. Normally, this involves filling in situation-specific information for Players and other slots in the template. (e.g., The operator of the Tylan Furnace is Mary).

The Process Creation step initiates computational processes that efficiently implement the prescribed behavior in a given runtime environment. Think of these processes as interpreters that translate the concise behavioral descriptions provided by activity objects into the best possible runtime implementations. For example, suppose that an activity model calls for periodically monitoring a data source. Under MKS, such a requirement can be translated into a simple registration of interest with the notification mechanism [1]. The process can then remain suspended until a change...
to the subject data is reported to the MKS model. If such a mechanism is not available, a process would be created to periodically sample the data source in response to clock interrupts. The intent, in either case, is to insulate the model builder from implementation details. To maximize flexibility, separate processes are established for an IA's reasoning engine and each of its primary sensory and communication inputs. Each such receptor process is then "trigger-wired" to its corresponding data source in the most computationally parsimonious fashion. The IA network is now ready for activation.

The final Activation step arms the sensor processes so that they "watch" their assigned data sources. Simultaneously, all the IA-message listeners and transmitters are switched on so that IAs can exchange requests and inquiries through the IA network. The process implementing the reasoning engine is placed in a continual stimulus-response mode. When a "stimulus" arrives, either as a symptom detected by one of the IA's sensory sub-processes, or through a message received from another IA, the reasoning process is invoked to generate the proper responses and actions, following the decision procedure (e.g., production-rule, state transition diagram, decision tree) contained in the activity model.

2.3.2 The IA Network

The IA Network is a logical communication bus, designed exclusively for exchanging messages among IAs in a special format, known as the IA protocol. An IA message, based on the IA protocol, allows an IA to report to or request services from other IAs. Even though IA messages may be broadcast over the same physical network as other logical communication protocols (e.g., the MKS protocol, over an Ethernet), their high-level semantics provide concise, natural, and comprehensive communication among IAs. Describing communications among IAs in this high-level vocabulary also insulates an enterprise's activity model from the implementation details of its network infrastructure.

An IA-message consists of four parts: 1). the message type, specifying the kind of communication pattern to be engaged in; 2). a "target" description, addressing the intended IA(s) either directly by name(s), or indirectly by role, interest, or capability/qualification; 3). the "body" of the message which is to be sent to the targeted IA(s) and interpreted within its context; and 4). an optional list of keyword arguments detailing interactions (e.g., what to do should a message fail to find its targeted IA within a specific time limit).

There are four types of IA messages that are currently adopted for our IA system: REQUEST, INFORM, INQUIRY, and BID. A REQUEST message is used to issue commands to an IA, resulting in desired actions. An INFORM message is a special type of request, intended primarily for passing textual information to an IA(s), for forwarding to the most appropriate person. The receiving IA gets to decide who is the most appropriate person in its own context (e.g., Mary, the equipment operator on duty). It can then forward the message to that person's PA, which may decide, for example, to send him/her an E-mail with the message as its contents. An INQUIRY message is designed to acquire information through another IA. On sending this type of message, an IA will be suspended until the expected information becomes available. A special feature for this type of message is that default behaviors for an aborted situation (e.g., :if timed out or :if-rejected) will terminate the suspension - a precaution to prevent permanent "hanging" of the IA due to an inquiry that cannot be satisfied. Finally, a BID message encompasses three stages of behavior: 1). broadcasting messages to a set of targeted IAs inviting them to submit bids to supply service, with associated costs; 2). evaluating all bids received within the :max-response-time and selecting the "winning" bid according to the :cost-function; 3). sending out a request message with the winning bidder as the targeted IA.

The IA message format allows targeted IA(s) to be described by their names, by their roles (including their interests), or by their capabilities. Call by role requires that the targeted IA be determined dynamically in the context of the sending IA. Call by capability, on the other hand, requires that a generalized pattern specifying a qualification be broadcast and interpreted by all IAs within the specified broadcast scope.

2.3.3 Personal Assistants

As discussed earlier, Personal Assistants are a special class of IA distinguished by their ability to communicate with people as well as with other IAs. They encapsulate individuals, enabling them to interact with other IAs using the network protocols and to act as their own (i.e., living) activity model.

Each PA maintains a personal activity model of the individual it serves. One's PA model would include the following information about them: where they are; how to contact them (e.g., E-mail, fax, phone, X-terminal, pager) their capabilities (a list of tasks...
they are qualified to perform); their responsibilities (a list of tasks currently assigned to them); IAs supporting their current tasks; their general and task-specific information needs and interests; their preferences for how information should be presented; an activity model for personal tasks.

Using this information, one's PA can perform a variety of services on their behalf. For example, it can monitor incoming information for them 24 hours a day (e.g., read their E-mail buffer, messages from their IAs, or notifications from the MKS knowledge service). Routine events can be handled autonomously, such as by dispatching them to a human subordinate or an IA, while important issues and information are brought immediately to their attention.

3 Implementation

Our experiments with IAs are being conducted at Stanford's CIS, whose fabrication line provides an accessible real-world manufacturing environment. The IA architecture is being implemented as an extension to the MKS framework [1], by adding a sub-hierarchy to the MKS model taxonomy that includes the activity library and instantiated activity objects. IAs also use the MKS knowledge service [2] to access real-time, manufacturing data from the CIS fabrication line.

Like MKS, the IA architecture is being prototyped in HyperClass, an object-oriented programming environment [7] implemented on Lucid CommonLisp version 3.0. A distinctive feature of HyperClass is MetaClass, a toolkit for rapidly constructing customized interactive graphical editors. MetaClass is being used extensively to create specialized editors for building IA activity models. Additionally, it helps us prototype the graphical user interfaces by which PAs interact with their human masters. The multi-tasking capability of Lucid CommonLisp 3.0, provides an easy way to implement the multiple autonomous processes required for IAs. While all experiments, to date, have been done on Sun4 workstations, the system can be readily ported to other hardware platforms (e.g., DEC Stations 3100 and 5000) running Lucid 3.0.

In our initial prototype, all IAs are restricted to run within a single workstation, though they can remotely access the MKS model and enterprise-wide information through the distributed MKS knowledge service protocols [2]. However, future generations of the system must be fully distributed, so that IAs can live in a variety of geographically dispersed workstation environments (C++, Lisp, Unix, VMS and so forth). A distributed infrastructure, itself based on low-level agents known as Prozics, is being developed for this purpose [8].

4 An IA-run Enterprise

We shall now illustrate, with our ongoing experiments at CIS, how Intelligent Agents can be used to model and run an enterprise. Additional experiments using the framework to coordinate design and manufacturing decisions for concurrent engineering are reported in Brown [9].

The following scenario is a slightly dramatized version of currently running code, focusing on a few generic tasks such as routing wafers through processing steps, assigning equipment, and monitoring for equipment malfunctions. The action begins when the operations manager starts a new wafer lot. At the same time that a wafer lot is started in the fab-line, a "shadowing" wafer-lot genie is created in the IA world. This wafer-lot IA is entrusted with moving the lot expeditiously along the routes defined in the process recipe, making sure it is on schedule and receiving its fair share of resources. At each process step, it performs dynamic equipment assignment by selecting the most suitable equipment (e.g., capable and least busy) among all available machines in the fab-line [2]. The wafer-lot IA subsequently sends an IA-message to the chosen equipment's operator IA, requesting that the lot be added to the incoming waiting queue of the equipment. The wafer-lot IA then switches itself to a "holding-in-queue" state where it awaits potential abnormal reports from other IAs (e.g., the equipment's IA reporting that the machine is being shut down). It also wakes up periodically to make sure that its job request is not unfairly stalled in the equipment's queue.

From a production perspective, each piece of equipment has an operator IA that maintains a waiting queue for incoming lots and is responsible for keeping its machine running at peak efficiency. Whenever the equipment is in an "idling" state, its operator IA will attempt to select a wafer lot from the waiting queue following a given prioritization rule, and instruct the equipment to load and process the lot.

Each piece of equipment also has a monitor IA that emulates a technician watching for anomalous sensor
prises. Underlying the framework is the notion of an enterprise model that is built by dividing complex readings (including gauges, instruments, and measurements). For example, an IA continually tracks the health of CIS’ Tylan furnace, watching for an abnormal temperature gradient indicative of a leak. If a malfunction is detected, an IA-message requesting an emergency shutdown of the equipment will be sent to the Tylan furnace’s operator IA. This IA, in turn, may attempt to contact the operator-on-duty through her PA, which may, for example, activate her personal beeper. If an acknowledgement from the targeted IA is not received within 120 seconds, a doomsday alarm will be forwarded directly to the Facility-Manager’s PA. The monitor IA will also attempt to locate a maintenance person by putting out an open bid-call on the IA network within CIS, requesting a qualified Tylan furnace serviceperson. If no one responds on time, a message will be sent to the facility manager instead.

5 Discussion

We have presented a framework in which human and intelligent agents can interact to facilitate the information flow and decision making in real-world enterprises. Underlying the framework is the notion of an enterprise model that is built by dividing complex enterprise operations into a collection of elementary tasks or activities. Each such task is then modeled in cognitive terms and entrusted to an IA for execution. Tasks that require human involvement are referred to the appropriate person through their Personal Assistant. Our experiments, though preliminary, suggest that this divide and conquer strategy involving a partnership of man and machine is a viable path toward real-world distributed AI.

Traditional DAI research, in contrast, has focused largely on sophisticated distributed problem solving and negotiation techniques. However, we have found that many everyday enterprise activities can be accomplished with only primitive reasoning abilities. Indeed, most human organizations are designed (or have evolved) to minimize precisely the type of agent interactions that dominate DAI research. Modeling behavior after the reasoning and inter-agent communication processes found in human-run organizations helps make IAs comprehensible to people. Through our experiments, we discovered that this is a key factor in people accepting enterprise integration.

While our approach to agent research evolved independently from traditional distributed AI approaches [10,11,12,13,14,15], there are many similarities in motivation and philosophy, particularly with Hewitt’s work on Actors, Orgs and Teams. Both IAs and Actor/Orgs, for example, are predicated on local, modular models of computation that deal with complexity the same way real-world organizations do: by delegating responsibilities for tasks to individual agents and leaving the details of coordination up to them. Extending the analogy, the shared archive in Kornfield and Hewitt’s scientific community metaphor [10] plays a role similar to the MKS model, both facilitating agent interactions. The differences between IAs and other DAI paradigms are largely ones of emphasis. The emphasis in our work is squarely on finding pragmatic approaches to cooperative, distributed problem solving (CDPS) [12] that work in real-world organizations. Our pragmatism should not be construed as being anti-theoretical. On the contrary, the IA framework provides an ideal real-world environment for experimenting with sophisticated agents and formal approaches like Hewitt’s. In the future, we hope to collaborate with DAI researchers on establishing a set of common, tested protocols that would enable agents with sophisticated planning and reasoning capabilities to be integrated into our framework.

Another distinction is that we are fundamentally committed to a cooperative man-machine approach to enterprise integration. We believe that completely automated factories are neither possible nor desirable in the foreseeable future. We are therefore concerned with how human and computerized agents can interact symbiotically, and how automation can be achieved in an orderly, incremental way. In this sense, our work owes an intellectual debt to concepts from collaboration theory and computer-supported cooperative work [3,17,18,19,20,21,22]. However, most CSCW research to date has not explicitly concerned itself with sharing decision making responsibilities between humans and computer agents, a central focus of our work. We would now like to combine multi-media CSCW tools with our Personal Assistants so that the IA framework supports all information-related enterprise activities in an integrated way. It is our belief that such an interdisciplinary approach is precisely what is needed for distributed AI to have a major impact on mainstream information technology.
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